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Clockwise from top left—the artists Robert Rauschenberg, Andy Warhol, Damien
Hirst and Jeff Koons. Images courtesy of Wikimedia Commons.
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ince the end of the Second World War, two driving forces
in American art have been the quest for market success
and celebrity, and the notion that such recognition depends
on making works unlike anything that came before. This
identification of novelty as a prerequisite to art world acclaim
is so set in our schools, museums and galleries, that it is rarely
articulated, much less discussed or questioned. It is just how
we have all accepted that “important” contemporary art is
supposed to be made. In painting, this standard is reflected
down the line of superstar artists who have been most lavishly
rewarded by the art world and its market, most notably in
New York, over the past sixty years. The trend kicked-off
in the mid 1940s with the stars of Abstract Expressionism—
particularly Mark Rothko, Willem deKooning and Jackson
Pollock. In the ‘60s and ‘70s, Pop artists Robert Rauschenberg,
Jasper Johns, Roy Lichtenstein, James Rosenquist and
Andy Warhol had a similar kind of success. In the early 1980s,
just as the minimalists and conceptualists were beginning to
push painting aside, a group of young neo-expressionists—
Eric Fischl, Julian Schnabel, Keith Haring and Jean Michel
Basquiat—also rose to the top. A decade later, realist painting
came back into vogue with a retrospective at the Museum
of Modern Art in New York of the conceptually-tinged
German painter Gerhard Richter. Following Richter’s example
(or at least serendipitously echoing it) a wave of young art
school trained painters—John Currin, Walton Ford, Lisa
Yuskavage and others—inoculated the formerly disgraced
practice of skilled representational painting with a fresh
conceptual affect of ironically disparaging appropriation.
Beauty was okay, and even the imitation of older styles, so
long as the artist sneered just a little at both in the process
of using them, thereby assuring his or her work’s aura of
fashionable newness.
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Despite repeated attempts to proclaim painting’s
demise and irrelevance (made by conceptual and other newer
media artists through the late 20th century) its marketability
as a desirable commodity always seemed to win out. The New
York formula for anointing the next “latest thing” superstar
painter thus continued-on, spreading past our borders
in recent years with the advent of the annual international
art fairs. Since 2000, European painters like the East German
Neo Rauch, South African/Dutch Marlene Dumas, Belgian
Luc Tuymans, and UK artists Cecily Brown and Peter Doig
have each achieved some degree of art world prestige and
market share, further cementing that kind of success as a
career goal to which art students are likely to aspire.The
model has spread now to Asia and other parts of the world
as well. New hopefuls routinely issue from schools here and
abroad, BFAs and MFAs clutched in their hands, deadly
serious and eager for their fifteen minutes in the spotlight
of a now international high-stakes art trade. They should
take it seriously: the rewards range from praise in respected
journals, to seeing their work placed in major private and
public collections, and netting prices in the hundreds of
thousands, or possibly even millions of dollars.
In socio-economic terms, if not stylistically, the
celebrated market stars noted above all conform to a similar
ideal of cutting-edge innovation that helped to build the
United States’ image as the pre-eminent cultural trendsetter after the Second World War. In the mid 20th century,
the most viable artistic path to winning that kind of status
lay in seizing the momentum of the European Modernist
avant-garde. The avant-garde idea was born in France in
the 1800s, but the correlation of ground-breaking artistic
movements to market value was a later and distinctly
American invention.The Abstract Expressionists blazed that
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trail in the reflected glow of the industrialized economy
that had enabled our victories over Fascism in Europe and
the Pacific. Their bold, new, American art became a vital
symbol of the heroic Democratic/Capitalist identity we most
wanted to project to the world in the postwar era—so much
so, we now know, that the CIA actually had a program to
broadcast that work and the news of its critical importance
and growing market value abroad.
The art of the New York School grew from a sincerely
committed aestheticism that was more focused on making
good work for its own sake than chasing down a kind of
celebrity that didn’t even exist before it grew up around that
movement. But as soon as Life Magazine published a glossy
profile of Jackson Pollock that archly asked its readers “Is this
the greatest living painter in the United States?” the light bulbs went
on over the artists’ and dealers’ heads and money became an
integral feature of a whole new fame-seeking trend in art. The
Ab-Ex painters, and the Pop Artists who followed them,
were the first contemporary artists anywhere whose works
achieved prices similar to those of established masters—
a market built up earlier in the century by the New York and
London art dealer Joseph Duveen and his partner, American
art historian Bernard Berenson. The two worked together to
harvest major works of the Renaissance and Baroque eras
from the great houses of Europe’s declining aristocracy
and peddle them to the Robber Barons of the Gilded Age.
Duveen set up shop in elegant showrooms on Fifth Avenue.
Using Berenson’s expertise to wreath his wares in a
seemingly unimpeachable aura of expertly authenticated
art historical gravitas (a service for which Berenson was
handsomely paid) Duveen targeted a recently enriched
clientele of American industrialists who craved the prestige
of the older landed nobility across the pond.
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This formula for injecting old masterpieces with
cultural (hence monetary) value via impressive sounding
academic assessments was carried forward into the Postwar
contemporary market by a new generation of glossy dealers
and experts in New York. The Abstractionists’ fame grew,
thanks in part to the praise of critics like Harold Rosenberg
and Clement Greenberg, whose embrace of Modernist
painting as the most exciting new idiom of high art
recommended it as a worthy asset class to the collectors.
This touched off a trade in contemporary art fired by a
couture-like “buzz” around fashionable cycles of seasonal
renewal. It was only a matter of time before mega-dealers
like Leo Castelli, Mary Boone and Larry Gagosian would
appear. Today’s booming international market descends
from these roots. Despite periodic dips, it has, from the
start, promoted the qualities that catapulted the Abstract
Expressionists to fame a half century ago—namely iconshattering innovation and star-making originality. The
painter Chuck Close summed-up the principle when he
said “If it looks like art, it’s probably somebody else’s art”.
FFF

In the late 1940s, our brash, outsized, American approach
to Modernism (as distinct from the quirkier bohemian
“easel painting” of a Europe still reeling from the impacts
of the war) enabled New York to replace Paris as the center
of the international avant-garde. The New York artists and
dealers re-tooled fine art as another industrially-spirited
American luxury product—tailor made to grace the sleek
interiors of the new International Style architecture. In order
to feed that market with fresh work, while maintaining our
place at the forefront of innovation, we needed a way to
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train young artists to repeat the Abstract painters’ success.
The goals of stylistic novelty and challenging convention
were both so central to what those artists had achieved that
it made sense to teach the next generation—not how to
imitate the abstractionists work, but how to create new
movements as innovatively and provocatively as they had.
In the late 1940s and early ‘50s, returning soldiers,
funded by the GI bill, enrolled by the thousands in American
colleges and universities. At the same time, a new academy
was born as a wave of post-graduate fine arts programs were
founded at top schools throughout the US. In the following
decades, many of these programs adopted avant-garde
ideals as a guiding—if sometimes only vaguely articulated
—doctrine, enabling them to supply a steady stream of fresh
work to the swelling contemporary market, while filling the
academic ranks with savvy new instructors. Like its French
predecessor, this resurgent academy was linked to a salon
of urban galleries which sold the work of its now master’s
degree-credentialed trainees to collectors from a growing
corporate and financial sector aristocracy.
Through the final decades of the 20th century, This
system passed the baton of adventurous contemporary
practice to successive waves of art school graduates. Over
time, much of the work coming out of those programs
took on a kind of cliquish insularity, facilitated by dense
academic jargon which nobody but the members of the
club (academy-trained artists, critics and curators) could
be reasonably expected to understand or relate to. Where the
original avant-garde of painters like Courbet, Manet and
Morisot had formed in an artist-driven quest to re-claim
the meaning of their work from an earlier, equally insular
and aristocratically underwritten academy system, the
new version took modern art right back to the same place.
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It did so by affecting an intellectualized revolutionary
posture as a hallmark of the most “important”, thus desirable
art products. Since that time, much of our most celebrated
contemporary art has grown as distant from the lives of
ordinary people as the gated enclaves of the hedge fund
and tech billionaires who now almost exclusively collect it.
This circular, market-to-academy-to-market system
has long been accepted as a kind of naturally pre-destined
order that will carry on indefinitely. In fact, it reflects the
character of a specific, finite period of American ascent
that is now coming to an end: that triumphal postwar era
in which all aspects of our culture were equally saturated
with a sense of our political, industrial and commercial
exceptionalism. In that climate, Andy Warhol’s Brillo Boxes
and Campbell’s Soup Cans, or Roy Lichtenstein’s comic
book fighter jets, were not quite as transgressive as those
artists probably intended. They were both a calculated grab
for marketable trends, and a frank acknowledgement of
what had made us the most powerful of the industrialized
nations—a statement that Europe’s fusty old ivory tower
aestheticism couldn’t possibly compete with the output of
our atom bomb-building, rocket launching, Detroitstyled, Rock and Roll modernity.
Academic embrace of this new market-conscious
kind of artmaking evolved slowly. At first, there were more
and less modern programs in different schools. Some went
fully avant-garde, and market-averse, while others remained
relatively traditional. But sometime between the late 1970s
and mid ‘80s, some of the top art schools in the US stopped
encouraging their students to mine art history for more
personally directed visions (and with those pursuits to
accept the likelihood of a life of relative poverty) and began
instead to entice them with the branded success that the
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art stars were achieving in New York after the war. Many
different developments through the 1950s and ‘60s paved
the way for this shift in pedagogy, but one event that stands
out was when a young Robert Rauschenberg decided, in
1953, to erase a drawing by Willem deKooning.
Often identified as a breakthrough from the lofty
aesthetics of the Abstract Expressionists to a new art made
wholly of ideas (Conceptualism), Rauschenberg’s erasure
also set a milestone at which an artist in the Modern
American mainstream suggested that the object he had
made was not quite as important as the fact of his having
thought it up. He also helped to initiate the fashionable
market cycle wherein a new artist’s rise is contingent on
some decisive stroke that annihilates his predecessor.
DeKooning was well known and successful at the time—
distinctions one might reasonably assume that the young
Rauschenberg wanted for himself. Erasing that drawing was
a way for Rauschenberg to make his persona, as much as his
work, a critically important, and thus financially desirable
commodity. From that point on, the challenge for an artist
just starting out, and shooting for similar success, was not
to go on some soul-searching quest for deep meaning, but
to curry critical favor with work that would appear intellectually daring, while rebuking the achievements of more
established artists and their movements.
In the late 1970s, as abstraction’s revolutionary fire
dimmed and prices for Pop Art soared, the provocative
approach that Rauschenberg had pioneered with his erased
deKooning fixed New York’s position as the hotbed of
both contemporary art and its market. Needing a plausible
career path to justify the increasing cost of their degrees to
their students, top art schools both here and abroad looked
for ways to groom them for success in that exciting art world
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arena. The most visible progeny of that strategy today are
artists like Jeff Koons and Damien Hirst—calculating masters
of market spectacle and provocation who are more famous
for how they behave, and how much money they can get for
their work, than for what they actually make. (As it happens,
neither artist makes much of anything, relying instead on
companies, or armies of contracted assistants, to fabricate
the works they have conceived).
Although they cast a long shadow, Koons and Hirst
do not begin to define the whole of what is being done in art
today. The market that grew up around the New York artists
after the war is just not that monolithic. Many artists both in
and outside the system, in other regions, as well as in other
countries, make a huge variety of excellent work. But the
heart of the contemporary market, where commerce throbs
and hums, is still beholden to the rhythms of the innovative
cycle that was set in New York in the postwar years. For the
schools, even the most token embrace of the avant-garde
ethos is a wonderfully malleable strategy: rather than lay
down the law for a particular method for making art (as
the old European academies did), it says the opposite—that
every method is not only open to question, but actually must
be questioned—every method, that is, except avant-gardism
itself. In this way, the new academy protects itself from the
kind of overthrow that befell its predecessors, because it
can always argue that it champions revolt. The question is,
can a revolution retain its validity once it has become so
manifestly institutionalized?
The Modernists did not invent innovation. Long
before their revolution, every western artistic style and
idea down the historical line shifted in some meaningful
way from even its most traditionally aligned predecessors.
The works of the Baroque period are substantially distinct
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from those of the late Renaissance, which differ from those
of the early Renaissance, and so on, back to the Romans,
Greeks, Egyptians, Etruscans, and finally to the painters and
sculptors of the Neolithic. Furthermore, all our European
descended art is vastly different from the more numerous
and varied traditions of Japan, India, Tibet, China, the preColumbian Maya, the Olmec, the Moche and Inca, or of
African, Australian Aboriginal or northern Native American
civilizations—and so on, across the globe.
What those other artistic traditions have in common
(and what makes all of them art) is that they communicate
some important legacy of meaning to the whole culture for
which that work was made, and do so in some evocative form
that those people can probably understand or be moved by.
Presumably, given their relative consistency over many
generations of makers, other cultures’ artforms were not just
expressions of passing fashion, nor the emblems of some
artisan’s uniqueness. They were also emanations of long,
complex, socially significant histories. Being so couched
in that history, the difference of new works and styles could
strike a balance with the cumulative knowledge of those
past efforts, which gave nuance to their exact deviation from
the line. The problem with Chuck Close’s dictum about
originality is that if we follow it to the letter, we make a kind
of art that, whatever its other worthy qualities may be, is only
one generation deep. That such a shallow standard has now
become so firmly set in art world orthodoxy may be a hint
that it is time to question it, and perhaps even to reassess
the possible ongoing value of our own traditions.
Tradition got to be a dirty word in the 20th century.
So many modern artists confused it with orthodoxy, then
invented orthodoxies of their own to combat it (remember
all those manifestos from the early days of Modernism?)
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But orthodoxy and tradition are different things: as legacies
of past creative accomplishments that reflect the character
of the cultures in which they evolved, traditions do not
forbid change so much as they offer a deeper reservoir of
knowledge on which new ideas and forms can be built.
Figurative representation is a tradition in Western art.
The commandment that it be the only path artists could
follow, or that their work must adhere to strict hierarchies
of acceptable style and content, was an orthodoxy of the
Royal Academy and Salon system against which the first
Modernists quite reasonably rebelled. In the century since
it was first practiced in the west (at least as a method for
making so-called fine art) abstraction became a new and
parallel tradition to figuration, as did Surrealism, expressionism and so on. But only the authors or adherents of
those movements’ orthodoxies ever presumed to suggest
that an artist should, or should not, follow any one of so
many equally worthy paths.
Countless lines of both tradition and divergence
have been initiated and carried on throughout art history.
More will doubtless come. Long before the Impressionists
staged their coup against the Academy and Salon, the artists
of the Renaissance flowered in reaction to the more stilted
styles of medieval liturgical Catholic art that had preceded
them. They did not do so by burning that legacy to the
ground, but by folding the figurative naturalism achieved
centuries earlier in Classical Greece and Rome into it. The
Impressionists later reacted against a stagnant system of
arts training that had been founded at the end of the Italian
Renaissance as a means to pass that period’s Neo-Classical
values down to future generations.The Impressionists did
not kill off tradition either. Cezanne revered the academic
painter Poussin and longed to be a great artist of the museum
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in the same mold. Manet’s pictures would not look as they
do without his having studied Goya and Velasquez, both
of whose visions are folded into his own. Even when abstractionists like deKooning and David Park returned (in their
different ways) to figurative painting, they also challenged
a standard that was becoming fixed in the orthodoxy of
their time.
All of this goes to show that real innovation is not
so much defined by radical stylistic, or even theoretical
change, as by the dissenting impulses of individual artists
who push back against some set of conventions that have
become oppressive to their private vision. Sometimes those
conventions create such an overwhelming blanket of
prejudice about how art ought to be made that a much bigger
movement is needed to unseat them. We may be overdue
for such a movement now. If revolt is what we really care
about, we might consider that the genuinely revolutionary
drive in our art—and a far older one than the avant-garde
—is for the visionary autonomy of the individual artist.
It is especially here in the west that such people stand apart
from the culture and look at it with a loving but jaundiced
eye, searching to plumb its nature, and the collective
human nature of which any society is an expression.
Going back for hundreds, possibly even thousands of
years, our most revered western artists have often bucked
some prevailing norm of thought or style that somehow
limited their freedom to speak truthfully, or at least sought
to bend their works to some institutionally self-serving aim.
We can see this kind of independence in the mastery of
Artemisia Gentileschi’s history paintings, which are as
revolutionary for the fact of their having been painted by a
woman in the 16th century as for the provocative female
strength and defiance that her subjects, like Judith Beheading
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Holofernes, convey. We see it in Francisco Goya’s Black Paintings,
and in his suite of etchings on the Disasters of War. We see it
in J.M.W. Turner’s late near-abstract works that were such
a shock to Victorian Society when he decided in his fifties
to go down that path. A similarly independent vision drove
Manet to paint Olympia and Picasso to paint Guernica; Käthe
Kollwitz expressed it in her imagery of poor workers in turn
of the century Germany.
Today we are in a strange Through the Looking Glass
world in which the cult of artistic individualism, and the
once sincerely revolutionary innovations of Modernism,
have morphed into the strategies of a trade. How ironic is it
that the avant-garde ideals of aesthetic revolt and cultural
critique (which students were taught for so long to see as
the critical standard of all serious contemporary practice)
feed a market dedicated to winning the patronage of the
richest members of our society? Our art, like our democracy,
has become a straw man for values the culture no longer
seems to embody or champion. Our cutting-edge artists make
pithy, socially conscious, politically charged work that is
collected by appallingly rich people whose very existence
implies a deep indifference to its messages, and who only
consume it as trophies of their wealth or investment vehicles
for the accumulation of yet more money. In that context, the
artist is nothing more or less than a businessperson, and
the art schools, particularly the MFA programs, the training
facility of their profession.
The problem with all of this is that while much very
good art is the product of a kind of business, the achievement
of great art is not a business at all. We need a new word or
phrase to describe the almost madly transcendent stuff that
only the tiniest handful of creative people ever find a way to
make—a description that does not disparage all the other
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worthwhile things that artists do. There is an old saw that
pits painters and illustrators against one another by identifying the former as the true artists and the latter as mere
tradespeople. This is a gross oversimplification that is terribly
unfair to illustrators, many of whom are exceptional artists.
All artists, especially painters, begin their careers as
illustrators. We learn as students to render some narrative of
practice or aesthetics which we have been encouraged by our
teachers to believe in, or for which we feel a personal affinity.
When we go out into the world of the galleries to sell our
work, those narratives are marketed to patrons predisposed
to like that kind of thing, and who are in a position to give us
a livelihood in return for it. Maybe the patron is a rich person
who collects our work directly; maybe it is the more subtle
patronage bestowed by an academic position, or through
critical or curatorial recognition. In all such cases, the skilled
creations of every kind of maker, whether we call them an
artist, artisan or craftsperson, can fairly be called art because
they require so much knowledge and effort, of such a complex, specialized and individually determined kind to achieve.
It takes us years just to learn how to make these things well
enough that somebody else might want to own them. But
that other thing (fine art, great art—call it what you will) is
not generally achieved until the artist moves out past the
expected content of a professional position and discovers
meaning she or he didn’t initially plan for, and which the
patron may even object to. In that case, the meaning is found
through the work, rather than making the work to fulfill some
already determined meaning. It is the former range of skills
that we have traditionally described as craft or illustration,
and the latter, more exploratory process, art. In truth they
are just different aspects of art itself, and equally available to
any kind of maker, regardless of what we choose to call them.
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Whether we want to admit to it or not, working for
some kind of a patron is how we make our living as artists.
But every kind of artistic transaction has the potential to
foster a greater sort of art if the maker is reaching out for
that kind of expression. Consider Goya, who worked for the
King of Spain when he painted the murals in the church at
San Antonio de la Florida in Madrid in 1798. This was a
well-worn idiom in Goya’s day. Think of all those frothy Rococo
ceilings, in which sumptuously outfitted saints or nobles are
transported to heaven on the wings of glamorous bare-breasted
angels and adoring, dimpled putti. That was the kind of stuff
that the royalty of Goya’s time liked to see fluttering across the
domes and above the architraves of their palaces and chapels.
And yet, Goya didn’t do that for his king. Somehow he managed
in completing his commission to transcend the constraints of
its remit and leave a genuinely transcendent work of art—
a series of starkly realistic images and figures that do glorify
the Christian narrative of the church (he was describing the
poverty-embracing life of a Franciscan monk after all),
while also creating as truthful and poignant a portrait of

The Glorification of the Barbaro Family, by Giovanni Battista Tiepolo, ca. 1750
Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Creative Commons Act.
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Detail of The Miracle of Saint Anthony, from the chapel of San Antonio de la Florida
by Francisco de Goya y Lucientes, ca. 1798. Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

his contemporary society as anything the modernists made
nearly a century later. How many other painters through
history have taken similar, if not identical commissions and
failed to produce anything quite so moving or powerful as
these frescos by Goya? Did Tiepolo do it in his soaring,
cloud-strewn ceiling paintings? Did Fragonard? Both were
outstanding painters, and arguably more virtuosic handlers
of the medium than the comparatively crude Goya. But
were they really great? At least to this viewer’s eye, Goya’s
work rises above what those other painters did. It literally
goes beyond the kind of descriptive service that all three
artists were so frequently engaged by their aristocratic
patrons to perform by showing us something more truthful
than flattery, or some hyperbolically glorified interpretation
of whatever narrative they were hired to portray.
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Some artists, but by no means all of them, occasionally
win-through to this kind of transporting vision.Van Gogh
got to it with a burst of manic youthful vigor, where Cezanne
reached it only after a lifetime of dogged effort. Gentileschi
did it with it classical facility, and Alice Neel with a raw idiosyncratic clarity. However else it comes into being, the very best
art is not arrived at in art school because it cannot be built
solely from training or technique. School is a place to acquire
knowledge and skills, one of the most useful of which is the
faculty of connoisseurship—of knowing and appreciating
art history and becoming conversant in its many languages.
All of this is vital, but the highest achievements are generally
reached by paths that lie outside the protective realm of the
academy, and also outside the market that it feeds. Finding
real meaning depends on spending time in the real world.
The art world—insular, self-referential, and propped up by
the smallest subset of our society—is not the real world. It is
more like the Capital City in the Hunger Games stories: an
artificial enclave of privilege that is both enabled by, and
indifferent to the (“deplorable”) deficits of education and
opportunity that increasingly define the harsher realm
outside the campus gates, and beyond the walls of the
museums, auction houses and art fairs.
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Given that artistic success is so inextricably bound to wealth
and commerce today, why does the starving, stubborn and
economically self-defeating artist—the artist hungry for
meaning and truth—remain such a compelling archetype
in our culture? Maybe we needed people like that to
anchor us to our humanity in the rapidly commercializing,
secular societies that grew up in Europe and America
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during the ages of the Enlightenment and the Industrial
Revolution. Throughout that time, the arts (including the
whole array of creative pursuits, from music to poetry,
writing, sculpture, painting, dance, theater, etc.) were among
a handful of pursuits left to us that were not completely
driven by commercial objectives: descendents of other
similarly searching callings like being a knight, or a monk
or a saint. As our art has grown ever more professionalized
and focused on making money (or on pleasing the people
who have the most of it), it has lost some of its capacity
to authentically challenge the transactional nature of the
deeply commercialized world in which we live.
The artists who feel compelled, for whatever reason,
to resist those commercializing trends, are often outsiders
to the art world, or at least not embraced by it. Perhaps that
more vulnerable position gives them a sharper awareness
of mortality, and a longing for some understanding that
might transcend its limits. Sages of both the East and West
have said at various times that the Gods, who live in a kind of
anesthetized luxury where no desire goes unfulfilled, envy
us mortals for our more acute experience of life’s hard
realities, and also of its rare joys. Perhaps the greatest artists
are just the most consciously human people among us.
Despite our self-image as a benign and stable force
for all that is good in the world, we Americans, as much as
any other people, are vulnerable to, and partly responsible
for the looming dysfunctions of our age. The threats are too
numerous to catalogue here, but alongside a host of other
pressing crises, there is just far too much money in the hands
of far too few people—a precarious imbalance that encircles
the globe, threatening everything which ought to matter
most, from social justice to environmental stability and
democracy. It would be naive to think that these conditions
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are not influencing what kind of art is being made right
now, and for whom—not just here in the US, but in every
other place that follows our cultural or economic example.
All of which brings us back to the celebrated superstar
artists of today. Are the people who work so hard to win
the attention and favor of the creators of all that inequality
really in a position to make truly great art?
There are many outstanding artists working all over
the world today; some are painters, and an even smaller
number are very famous and sell their work for enormous
sums of money. We are regularly treated to praiseworthy
articles and profiles of these stars in our respected papers
and magazines—reports that reinforce the presumption
implied by their success that these must be the overarching
creative geniuses of our time. Maybe they are. Maybe they’re
not. Only time will tell. But surely they are in a tough spot,
where the constant pressure “to do something extraordinary
and unusual”, as the painter Rackstraw Downes put it, places
an oppressive damper on the more naturally pleasurable
pursuits of the maker. In such a situation, is art really
doing what it can do best? Are these the Gentileschis, Van
Goghs and Goyas of our time—or just the Fragonards?
There’s nothing wrong with being Fragonard, mind you,
but is that all we’ve got?
By being somehow engaged by, and interested in
the most acute experiences of humanity, the greatest art
reaches beyond the shallow art world buzz of critical favor
and patronage and touches on more universal themes,
sometimes even on the divine—however we may choose
to define that troublesomely mystical quantity. In that
sense there isn’t a right way for art to look or to be, or even a
right way to go about making it. There are only more or less
expansive aspirations behind it.
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